Futures of Ancient Race (FAR) Inaugural ‘Unconference’

All are welcome to join interdisciplinary conversations toward creating inclusive teaching resources and expanding access to global histories of race. Events are on Johns Hopkins’ Homewood campus; feel free to come or go as you need.

Why & how do we teach race in antiquity? A public conversation, 3–5 pm, Remsen Hall 1 (dinner reception to follow)

Histories and futures of race in antiquity. A public panel, 2:30–5 pm, Gilman Hall 50 (reception to follow)

Participants include Katherine Blouin, Lauren Cook, Kelly Dugan, Sasha-Mae Eccleston, Rebecca Futo Kennedy, Ian Lockey, Suzanne Lye, Denise McCoskey, Michelle McPherson Miller, Jackie Murray, Najee Olya, Arum Park, Dan–el Padilla Peralta, Nandini Pandey, Angel Parham, David van Schoor, Charissa Skoutelas, Hopkins students & faculty, and – we hope – YOU!

Sponsored by the Society for Classical Studies (SCS), the Johns Hopkins Departments of Classics and the History of Art, the Alexander Grass Humanities Institute (AGHI), and the Center for Teaching Excellence and Innovation (CTEI), with support from Nandini Pandey’s Spring 2024 Classics Research Lab (CRL), the Race in Antiquity Project (RAP). Image (c) Sophie Hay. Please contact race@jhu.edu for more information or to RSVP (optional).